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The two-dimensional character of spin-up in a rectangular container
L. Zavala Sansón
Department of Physical Oceanography, CICESE, Ensenada, Baja California, Me´xico

~Received 5 September 2002; accepted 24 February 2003; published 6 May 2003!

This study presents two-dimensional~2D! numerical simulations of the spin-up of a homogeneous
fluid in a rectangular container, compared with the corresponding three-dimensional~3D! simulation
presented by other authors. A 2D simulation is based on a recently derived model@Zavala Sanso´n
and van Heijst, J. Fluid Mech.412, 75 ~2000!# including nonlinear Ekman friction effects, in
addition to the well-known linear damping term. It is found that the inclusion of nonlinear Ekman
terms provides a remarkable agreement between 2D and 3D simulations for times comparable with
the Ekman timescale, which implies that this formulation is able to capture the essential viscous
features of the 3D situation. In contrast, a simulation based on a 2D model with conventional linear
friction is not able to represent the 3D case correctly. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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The spin-up from rest of a homogeneous fluid in a re
angular container is examined by comparing 2D and 3D
merical simulations. The 2D simulations are based on
model derived by Zavala Sanso´n and van Heijst,1 which in-
cludes linear and nonlinear Ekman effects due to the bot
boundary layer. The 3D simulation is taken from van
Konijnenberg,2,3 who studied experimentally and numer
cally the spin-up in a rectangular tank with low angular v
locity. The purpose of this comparison is to show tha
relatively simple 2D formulation is able to reproduce t
main results obtained with an independent 3D simulation
this flow regime, during periods of time comparable to t
Ekman timescale~which is usually much longer than th
rotation period of the system!. Furthermore, it is shown tha
using only the conventional linear damping effect in a 2
simulation, the 3D situation is not satisfactorily reproduc
The importance of using a 2D formulation which capture
3D situation is that:~i! a more simple physical explanation o
the observed phenomena is achieved, and~ii ! computation-
ally expensive 3D simulations can be avoided.

Essentially, the adjustment of an initially-at-rest fluid
a given angular rotation is a 3D process. The spin-up proc
is mainly due to viscous effects associated with the bound
layers at the lateral walls and with the Ekman boundary la
at the solid bottom. Since these layers are very thin co
pared with the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the c
tainer, their effects on the flow evolution can be included
2D formulations. Since the work of van Heijst an
collaborators,4,5 the spin-up in rectangular containers h
been studied by a number of authors through the
decade.2,3,6–8The stages of the adjustment process are w
known: ~i! During the first few seconds, a flow with uniform
vorticity 22V ~with V the angular rotation of the tank! is
established.~ii ! The opposite-signed vorticity~i.e., cyclonic!
produced at the lateral walls due to the no-slip bound
condition grows and separates, producing cyclonic vorti
near the corners of the container.~iii ! A pattern of nearly
circular vortices is formed along the long side of the tan
with alternate circulations. The vortices gradually decay d
1811070-6631/2003/15(6)/1811/4/$20.00
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to bottom friction effects, until the fluid reaches the state
solid-body rotation.

The number of vortices along the tank at the latter sta
mainly depends on the aspect ratiod5a/b, wherea (b) is
the long ~short! side of the container.5 For instance, for 2
,d,3 the number of vortices is 3. The arrangement of th
structures depends also on the Reynolds number define
Re5b2V/n, wheren is the kinematical viscosity of the fluid
For the three-cell pattern, small Re implies a cyclon
anticyclone-cyclone pattern~denoted by Henderson7 as
121). For higher Re the two peripheral cyclones mig
merge at the center of the tank, and form a212 pattern.
The simulations in this paper are restricted to the low
regime. An additional nondimensional parameter involvi
the vertical length scaleH is the Ekman number defined a
E5n/VH2.

Most of the references cited above have used 2D
merical simulations with no bottom friction effects, whic
show a qualitative agreement with experimental obser
tions. As far as the author knows, the only 2D simulatio
including bottom friction effects were recently performed
Suh and Choi.9 Here, the 2D model proposed by Zava
Sanso´n and van Heijst1 is used:

]v

]t
1J~v,c!2

1

2
E1/2¹c•¹v

5n¹2v2
1

2
E1/2v~v1 f !, ~1!

where t is the time, f 52V is the Coriolis parameter,¹2

5]2/]x21]2/]y2 is the horizontal Laplacian operator,J is
the Jacobian operator, andv5]v/]x2]u/]y is thez com-
ponent of the relative vorticity, with (u,v) the velocity com-
ponents in the (x,y) directions, respectively. As shown b
these authors, the terms proportional toE1/2, which is much
smaller than unity, represent bottom friction effects. T
~nonlinear! Ekman terms in the left-hand-side of Eq.~1! are
the corrections to the advective termsJ(v,c) due to bottom
friction. The Ekman terms at the right-hand-side repres
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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stretching effects associated with the Ekman pumping. C
ventional formulations only contain the linear term. An im
portant feature of this model is that it was derived by us
the linear Ekman law, but retaining nonlinear Ekman ter
in the vorticity evolution equation. The stream functionc is
related to the relative vorticity through the Poisson equat

v52¹2c, ~2!

and the horizontal velocities are

u5
]c

]y
2

1

2
E1/2

]c

]x
, ~3!

v52
]c

]x
2

1

2
E1/2

]c

]y
. ~4!

Written in a suitablev2c formulation, the model is
solved by means of a finite differences code1 within a do-
main discretized by 1293129 grid points, and a constan
time step of 0.1 s. These numerical parameters give a
sonably good resolution for the present case, and they a
a computationally inexpensive simulation. It is worth to e
phasize that this physical model can be applied for non
symmetric flows and domains, as shown in other studies,10,11

and not only to axisymmetric cases.
The spin-up problem considered here was studied by

de Konijnenberg2,3 by means of laboratory experiments a
3D numerical simulations. Those studies examined
spin-up of homogeneous fluids in several situations. For
present purposes, attention is focused on the spin-up
rectangular container with low angular velocity.3 The hori-
zontal dimensions of the rectangular tank werea588.9 cm
andb538.9 cm, while the fluid depth wasH535 cm. The
angular velocity of the tank wasV50.035 s21. For such a
value the parabolic deformationh of the free surface can b
ignored, since h;V2a2/2g;0.005 cm, which is much
smaller thanH. Using these values, the nondimension
numbers ared52.28, Re55296,E52.331024. The Ekman
period is defined asTE5H/(nV)1/251871 s. The 3D simu-
lations of van de Konijnenberg were performed by using
finite volume method described by Andersson, Billdal a
van Heijst.12 They used no-slip lateral and bottom boun
aries, and a flat, free surface.

A first glance of the spin-up in this container is shown
means of vorticity contours calculated with the 2D model
Fig. 1. As mentioned above, att50 s the initial vorticity
distribution is uniform all over the domain, except at t
sidewalls. Afterwards, boundary layer separation is obser
at t5120– 180 s, as well as the formation of cyclonic cells
the corners of the tank. The two cyclones at the end of
long sides of the container are stronger, and eventually t
grow in size comparable with the anticyclonic cell at t
center of the tank (t5360 s). For later times, a three-ce
array has been formed, which slowly decays due to bot
friction (t5960– 1440 s). These plots show that the 2
model reproduces quite well the general flow pattern ca
lated with the 3D simulations of van de Konijnenberg3 ~see
their Fig. 3!.

A stronger comparison between 2D and 3D simulatio
is obtained by means of scatter plots, which show the r
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tionship between vorticity and streamfunction over the wh
domain, evaluated at the flat, free surface. Figure 2~a! shows
the scatter plots at six different times calculated from the
numerical simulation of van de Konijnenberg.2 These plots
can be compared with the corresponding 2D numerical sim
lation based in Eq.~1!, shown in Fig. 2~b! ~note that the
streamfunction has been normalized with the half-length
the short side of the tankB5b/2). The initial flow (t50 s)

FIG. 1. Vorticity contours calculated from a numerical simulation based
the 2D model, at five different times. The rotation period and the Ekm
timescale areT5180 s andTE51871 s, respectively. The depth isH
535 cm. The contour interval is chosen asDv5(maxv2minv)/30, where
maxvand minv are the maximum and minumum vorticity values, respe
tively, at a given time. Solid~dashed! lines are positive~negative! contours.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1813Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 6, June 2003 2D character of spin-up
has a uniform vorticity22V in both cases. Att5120 s and
t5360 s boundary layer separation is produced and the
clonic vortices are formed at the opposite corners of the ta
The dots with negative vorticity and to the left represent
fluid at the central parts of the tank, while dots with positi
vorticity and to the right are those regions where the cyclo
vortices are created. Dots withc around zero are betwee
cyclonic and anticyclonic regions, and dots with exactlyc
50 correspond with the sidewalls. In order to facilitate t
comparison with the 3D case, the results have been plo
by using the same scale as that used by van
Konijnenberg.2 Furthermore, scatter plots of a 2D simulatio
without including nonlinear friction terms is shown in Fig
2~c!.

Notice the general agreement between the scatter p
Downloaded 26 Jul 2004 to 158.97.12.209. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of the 3D and 2D~including nonlinear terms! simulations
@Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!#. This can be appreciated when consideri
the shape of the negative and positive vorticity branch
corresponding with the central anticyclone and the two
eral cyclones, respectively. Although there are some dif
ences in the peak numerical values~up to 25% att5180 s)
the scattering in both plots is clearly comparable. For la
times (t596021440 s), this agreement is still noticeabl
which is a remarkable result since these times corresp
with almost an Ekman period (t/TE50.51– 0.77). An impor-
tant feature of the 2D model is that it is able to account
the faster decay of cyclonic regions compared with the de
of anticyclonic cells.11 See for instance that the cyclon
branch att5960 s has already decayed more than two tim
with respect to previous panel att5360 s, while the anticy-
r

x

-

FIG. 2. Numerically calculated scatte
plots showing thev2c relation rep-
resenting the spin-up evolution at si
different times. ~a! 3D simulation
taken from van de Konijnenberg
~1995!. ~b! 2D simulation based on
Eqs.~1!–~2!, and using the same flow
parameters as the 3D situation.~c! 2D
simulation with only the linear friction
term ~i.e., without nonlinear Ekman
terms!. All values in the 2D simula-
tions are normalized in order to com
pare with the 3D case.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. ~Continued.!
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clonic branch decays much slower~see alsot51440 s). This
dynamical behavior is not captured by the linear fricti
simulation @Fig. 2~c!#, where the positive vorticity branch
~peripheral cyclones! is still larger than the negative branc
~central anticyclone! at t51440 s, in contrast with the non
linear case. There are some even finer details in the 3D
ample that are successfully reproduced by the 2D nonlin
simulation, such as the small branch of negative vortic
clearly observed att51440 s. These dots correspond wi
regions between the cyclonic vortices and the nearest la
walls, where very weak anticyclonic vorticity is still deve
oped. Again, the 2D linear friction case is not able to rep
duce this behavior.

This study shows that the 2D formulation~1! is able to
capture the essential features of a 3D numerical simulatio
the spin-up in a nonaxisymmetric container for times co
parable with the Ekman period. The comparison between
and 3D cases has been appreciated by using scatter p
instead of using only vorticity contours or velocity arrow
The advantage of using scatter plots is that they allow
direct comparison of the values of cyclonic and anticyclo
regions all over the domain, revealing subtle details such
the faster decay of cyclonic fluid elements or the emerge
of very weak structures.

It must be stressed here that the present results are
ited to show that the essential physics in a particular
situation can be recovered with a relatively simple 2D f
mulation with nonlinear Ekman effects~which is also better
than the conventional 2D model with only linear friction!.
Future work should be focused on determining the limi
tions of the 2D model for different Reynolds and Ekm
numbers, as well as in providing a more strict quantitat
Downloaded 26 Jul 2004 to 158.97.12.209. Redistribution subject to AIP
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comparison between scatter plots. As a final consideratio
can be said that, for the present flow regimes, nonlinear
man effects are necessary~in addition to the conventiona
linear term! and sufficient to reproduce a 3D situation. R
cently, Suh and Choi,9 performed 2D simulations of a simila
spin-up problem with a physical model equivalent to Eq.~1!.
In that study, velocity fields calculated with such simulatio
as well as the time evolution of the global kinetic ener
were compared with experimental measurements in the la
ratory, showing a good agreement for about 0.34TE .
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